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The War on Drugs in Sport

Vanessa McDermott 2015-10-23 This book is an innovative and compelling work that develops a modified moral panic model illustrated by the drugs in sport debate. The book is based on the author’s legal research on doping scandals and legal analyses that doping scandals create a crisis of legitimacy for sport governing bodies and other elite groups. This crisis leads to a moral panic, where the issue at stake for elite groups in perceptions of their moral purity and national legitimacy is threatened. As long as the claims to legitimacy are made, and contested, contributing to the social construction of a moral panic. The book explores the way regulatory responses, in this case anti-doping policies in sport, reflect the interests of elite groups and the impact of those responses on individuals and "holy wars." The book is a major contribution to the social construction of a moral panic. The book explores the way regulatory responses, in this case anti-doping policies in sport, reflect the interests of elite groups and the impact of those responses on individuals and "holy wars." The book is a major contribution to the social construction of a moral panic.